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Heterogeneous Computing Systems

A system made up of architecturally diverse user-
programmable computing units.

Typically a mixture of two or more of the 
following:
Traditional RISC/CISC CPUs
Graphical Processing Units (GPU) 
Reconfigurable Computing Elements (RCE)



Real-time Computing

A real-time computing system must operate while 
meeting fixed deadlines for completion of 
scheduled computations
Computations finished correctly but late are not useful

Real-time does not mean “really fast”!
But it is helpful!



Heterogeneous Real-time 
Computing

Combines both ideas into one system
Note that many heterogeneous systems are not 

designed to be real-time systems:
SRC-{6,7}, Convey, CPU/GPU clusters, supercomputers

Building a heterogeneous system is more difficult 
than building a homogenous system due to the 
need to master multiple toolsets, computing 
models, and hardware characteristics.

Add in the requirement for real-time response, and it 
is even more challenging.



Then Why Bother?

The data rates are too high for a general-purpose 
machine
Use an FPGA preprocessor to operate on the raw 

data streams for I/O management
Use a GPU to offload computations from the CPU for 

CPU load management
A general purpose machine would demand too 

much power
FPGA's and GPU's are more efficient at computations 

that fit their abilities



Computer Systems Architecture

Processor architectures
CPU

X86_64 – Intel and AMD
Everything else – IBM Power and Cell

GPU
NVidia 
AMD/ATI

Reconfigurable Computing Elements (FPGA-based 
processors)



Reconfigurable Computing Elements
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Pulsars



An Example: GUPPI

Pulsar “Search” backends:
Fast-dump spectrometers
Time resolution 50 to 100 μs
Frequency resolution 25 kHz to 1 MHz
Often trade data quality for more BW

Pulsar “Timing” backends:
Pulse period folding
Coherent dedispersion
High time resolution, ~1 μs
Data quality (# bits, polns, etc) more important



GUPPI Block Diagram
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GUPPI architecture:
~1 MHz PFB in FPGAs
Coherent dedisp in GPUs
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>10x improvement in BW!

Fully utilizes all GBT low-
freq receivers.

Improved S/N ratio, also 
reduces scintillation 
variability.

~ 350 MB/sec sustained 
data rate  (~10 TB/8 
hours)

PSR J1713+0747 
plot: S. Ransom



Profile comparisons



Conclusions

Heterogeneous computing works.
FPGAs for the fastest streaming integer signal 
processing
GPUs for fast floating point DSP calculations
General-purpose CPUs for managing the 
system,  assembling and transmitting data, and 
for parts of the computations that are not 
amenable to the GPU



New GBT Spectrometer

Joint effort with UC Berkeley – NSF ATI project
16 IF inputs

8 dual-pol beams, or 16 single-pol beams
3 GS/s sampling rate @ 8 bits/sample
Can be ganged to achieve ~10 GHz 

instantaneous bandwidth on 2 polarizations



GBT Spectrometer
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Spectrometer Data Rates
ADC to FPGA: 3GS/s * 16 Polns * 8 bits = 384 

Gb/sec
FPGA to GPU:  ~ 9 Gb/sec * 8 GPUs = 72 Gb/s

Raw (mostly) Data Output Rate:
Maximum specified at 33 MB/s * 16 polns = 525 

MB/s, or 15 TB/8 hours, or 1 PB every 66 
hours.

Front-end (FPGA-GPU) hardware is capable of 
~10x this rate…



Conclusions

Even today:
We can collect data faster than we can write it to 

disk
We can collect data faster than humans can 

monitor it for quality
We can’t afford to store raw data even @ the raw 

disk drive price of $90K/PB.

Our RF bandwidth is >4x our digitized bandwidth 





Summary of Required Observing 
Modes
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